
Rights and Liberties	

My rights have been violated! 	
or have they?	



Constitutional Rights �
Pre-Bill of Rights	

•  Writ of Habeas Corpus- Produce the Body	
– Original meaning:  gov. must not detain people 

without publicly charging them in a public trial	
– Current Meaning:  questions any confinement 

which might be unconstitutional, or illegal	
– Limits Feds and States	
	



•  Ex Post Facto	
– No retro crimes	
– Can benefit from retro laws	

•  Bill of Attainder	
– No law declaring a person or group’s actions 

illegal without holding a trial	
– Applies to property loss as well	



Property Rights	

•  Police Powers- gov. can regulate property, 
and more; we’ll revisit	

•  Eminent Domain 	
– Only the actual taking of property	
–  Just compensation- fair market value	



Due Process of Law	

•  The government may not deny any citizen 
“life, liberty, or property without due 
process of law.”	

•  On a case by case basis, the government 
must act fairly and in accordance with 
established rules.	

•  5th and 14th amendments	



•  Procedural due process -Rochin v. CA,1952	
	 	The way the government acts	
	 	“too close to the rack and the screw...”	

•  Substantive due process - Pierce v. Society 
of Sisters, 1925	
	 	The way the law is written	



Police Power	
•  The power of the State to act to protect and 

promote the health, safety, morals, and 
welfare.	

•  needs of society and rights of individuals	
•  Drunk driving laws	
	implied consent	
	w/o a search warrant	



•  To Promote Health:  	
	tobacco, alcohol, pollution, vaccination	

•  To Promote Safety:	
	seat belt/helmet laws, weapons, DUI	

•  To Promote Morals:	
	gambling, prostitution, obscenity	

•  To Promote the General Welfare:	
	compulsory education, help for the needy, 
limit profits of public utilities	

•  BUT, no undue force nor willy-nilly 
enforcement	



Privacy	
•  “...the right to be free, except in very limited 

circumstances, from unwanted government 
intrusions into one’s privacy.” 	

•  Griswold v. Conn. 1965 - the state outlaws 
information and use of birth control.	

•  Roe v. Wade, 1973 - abortion a crime 
except to save the mother’s life.	
	Decision: 	
	1. Woman’s choice 	



2. First Trimester - 	
3. Second Trimester - 	
4. Third Trimester - 	
•  Webster v. RHS, 1989 - Missouri Law	
1. Allows a State to prohibit abortion if public 

funds are used.	
2. Allows State to prohibit if the mother is 

more than 20 weeks and the fetus is viable.	
•  1990 - a State may require a minor to tell 

one or both parents	



•  Planned Parenthood v. Casey, 1992 - a State 
may require:	

1. anti-abortion counseling	
2. Automatic delay (24 hrs.) after counseling	
3. Unmarried female must have consent of a 

parent or a judge	
4. Clinics must keep detailed records	
•  California law?	



The Fourth Amendment	
•  “secure against unreasonable search and 

seizure....no warrants...but upon probable 
cause....and describing the place....persons... and 
things...”	

•  Probable Cause - reasonable grounds	
•  “A reasonable expectation of privacy”	
no warrant if in plain view - Horton v. CA,’90	
Garbage bag decision - CA v. Greenwood, ‘88	
•   Arrests  - physical and/or mental restraint	



Exceptions 	
•  Automobiles / boats / airplanes	
•  no warrant needed to search a mobile crime 

scene-CA v. Azevedo, 1991 - lawful stop 
rule- weapons	

•  Check points	
•  Probable Cause that a crime was/will be 

committed- reasonable, ie. Pat down	



The Exclusionary Rule	
•  Evidence gained as a result of an illegal act 

cannot be used against the person from 
whom it was seized.	

•  Mapp v. Ohio, 1961 - 	
•  As police enforce the law they must also 

obey the law.	
•  Should criminals beat the rap on a 

technicality?	
•  Narrowing  The Exclusionary Rule	



•  Nix v. Williams, 1984 - inevitable discovery 
exception	

•  U.S. v. Leon, 1984 - good faith exception	
•  Maryland v. Garrison, 1987 - honest 

mistakes exception	
	
	
•  Olmstead 1928	
•  Katz v. U.S. 1967	
•  You and me?	

Wiretapping	



Sixth Amendment	
•  Speedy Trial	
•  Public Trial - barring / clearing / television	
•  Impartial jury - petit jury	
•  Bench Trial	
•  Make up of the jury	
•  Adequate defense -the defendant has a right:	
1. to be informed, 2. To be confronted with 

witnesses, 3. obtain witnesses in favor and 
4. have the assistance of counsel.	



•  Gideon v. Wainwright, 1963	
	
	
•  Self-incrimination - the burden of proof	
	also spouse/spouse incrimination	

•  Forced confessions - 	
	Ashcraft v. TN, 1944 - 36 hr. questioning	
	Miranda v. AZ, 1966 - Reading your rights	
	IL v. Perkins, 1990 - undercover agents	
	

The Fifth Amendment	



Eighth Amendment	

•  Excessive Bail / Fines	
•  Preventive Detention	
•  Cruel and Unusual punishment	
•  Death Penalty	
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